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Role of Bandwidths and Energy Gap in Formation of Ground
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We study the properties of ultra-cold bosons in optical lattice in arbitrary gauge potentials. Using quantum
rotor approach we are able to go beyond mean-field approximation thus taking into account subtleties of the band
structure of the artificial magnetic field. This allows us to elucidate the interplay of the subbands widths and
energy gaps on the formation of the coherent state. As a result, we are able to pinpoint the elements of the band
structure, which are crucial to proper theoretical description of the synthetic magnetic field in a lattice bosonic
system. This leads us finally to a method of approximation of the Hofstadter butterfly spectrum with a simpler
band structure and use it to investigate the ground state of the system for a wide range of magnetic fluxes.
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1. Introduction

Optical lattices are periodic potential created by
counter-propagating laser beams [1, 2]. They allow for
trapping ultra-cold atoms in highly tunable environment,
in which both hopping and interactions can be precisely
controlled [3]. In case of bosons, a phase transition be-
tween superfluid (SF) and the Mott insulating (MI) state
can be observed, which is a hallmark feature of strongly
interacting systems.

Since atoms in optical lattices are neutral, effects of
magnetic field (analogous to effect of magnetic field on
electrons in condensed matter systems) must be sim-
ulated. In analogy between the Lorentz and Coriolis
force [2] this can be realized using a rotation of the sys-
tem. However, other methods utilizing direct imprinting
of geometric phase resulting from the magnetic field on
the particles are more handy: e.g. photon-assisted tun-
nelling [4–8] or lattice-shaking [9, 10].

In the lattice systems, natural measure of magnetic
field is a magnetic flux through elementary cell in units
of magnetic flux quantum: α = p/q. The denomina-
tor q determines number of magnetic energy band. En-
ergy spectrum of the lattice in magnetic field is given
by the Hofstadter butterfly [11] which has period α = 1
and is a consequence of the interplay between periodicity
of the lattice and geometric phase factor. It is a frac-
tal structure, which changes parameters, such as total
bandwidth, number of bands and flatness of the lowest
band, in non-monotonic way with respect to magnetic
field. This has profound influence on the ground state of
interacting bosons in a lattice.

In this paper we analyze the influence of the pa-
rameters of the band structure on the phase diagram.
We use the Bose–Hubbard model in quantum rotor ap-
proach [12–14] which takes into account the dependence
on the internal energy structure in a non-trivial way. We
performed a thorough analysis of the influence of the pa-

rameters of the band structure on the ground state. This
leads us to a method of simulation of magnetic densities
of states.

The paper is organised as follows: first we give a brief
introduction to the Bose–Hubbard model and quantum
rotor approach. In the following section, we study influ-
ence of parameters of the band structure on the phase
diagram. In Sect. 4, the method of simulation of mag-
netic densities of states is proposed. Using this method,
phase diagram for wide range of magnetic flux values is
calculated. Finally, we summarise our results.

2. Model and method

Ultra-cold bosons in optical lattice are well described
by the Bose–Hubbard model [15, 16]:

Ĥ = −
∑
〈i,j〉

tij

(
â†i âj + H.c.

)
+
U

2

∑
i

n̂2i

−µ
∑
i

n̂i, (1)

where âi (â†i ) is bosonic annihilation (creation) opera-
tor and n̂i is the particle number operator on the lattice
site i. The first term describes hopping between the near-
est neighbours with hopping integral tij , the next term
is related to on-site repulsive interaction, while the last
contains shifted chemical potential, µ = µ + U/2. The
effects of synthetic magnetic field are introduced by the
Peierls substitution [11, 17]:

tij → tij exp

2π i

Φ0

rj∫
ri

A · dl

 , (2)

where A is vector potential and Φ0 is the flux quantum
(for electron systems Φ0 = e/h). Since, this inclusion ef-
fectively renormalizes inter-site hopping, the general form
of tij can be maintained through the further calculations,
making the results valid both with and without the mag-
netic field.
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2.1. Method

In order to solve the Bose–Hubbard model, while in-
cluding spatial fluctuations, which are necessary to ac-
commodate the presence of the magnetic field, quantum
rotor approach is used [13]. Partition function is written
in path integral formalism using complex fields a(τ), a(τ):

Z =

∫
[DaDa] e−S[a,a], (3)

with the action of the form

S [a, a] =

β∫
0

dτH (a, a) +

β∫
0

dτ
∑
i

ai
∂

∂τ
ai,

where Hamiltonian H (a, a) is of the same form as (1)
with creation and annihilation operators replaced by
the complex fields ai(τ), ai(τ). Separating these into
phase φi(τ) and amplitude bi(τ) degrees of freedom —
ai(τ) = bi(τ) exp (iφi(τ)) — leads to the effective phase
action of the form of interacting quantum rotors

S [φ] =

β∫
0

dτ

−2t(tz + µ)

U

∑
〈i,j〉

cos (φj − φi)

+
∑
i

(
φ̇2i
2U

+ i
µ

U
φ̇i

)}
, (4)

where z stands for the coordination number of the lattice.
It should be noted that the phase variables are periodic
up to 2π:

φ(0) = φ(β) + 2πn, (5)
where n is a winding number, which numbers topologi-
cally different paths. Following the course of treatment
described in detail in [13], we arrive at the critical line
equation

1 =
1

2

∞∫
−∞

dE
ρ(E)√

t(tz+µ)
U2 [ε(0)− E] + v2

(
µ
U

) . (6)

Here v(x) = x− [x]− 1/2 with [x] being a floor function
and ρ(E) is a density of states (DOS) defined as:

ρ(E) =
1

V

∫
dkδ [E − ε(k)] (7)

where ε(k) is dispersion relation.

3. Band structure parameters

Magnetic field affects band structure by splitting and
flattening (increasing energy gap-bandwidth ratio) the
bands. In lattice system this behaviour is non-systematic
and of a fractal nature. In the following we present vari-
ous scenarios of arbitrary magnetic band structure, that
allow us for systematic analysis of the influence of mag-
netic field on the system properties.

3.1. Dirac delta bands

In weak magnetic field presence of the lattice has only
minor influence on the properties of the system. Due to
this fact, it is useful to consider density of states given by

the Dirac deltas which is analogous to the Landau lev-
els. The simplest example consists of equally distributed
Dirac delta bands. Critical line Eq. (8) for this case takes
form

1 =
1

2n
∣∣v ( µU )∣∣

+

n∑
i=2

1

2n
√

t(tz+µ)
U2 (i− 1)Eg + v2

(
µ
U

) , (8)

where n stands for the number of bands and Eg is the
energy gap. The first term in Eq. (8) is related to the
lowest band. It indicates, for some values of v(µ/U),
that Eq. (8) will not have any solutions, since the sec-
ond term is non-negative. As a consequence there is
a region, where only the Mott insulator exists, located
around µ/U = 0.5 + n. For n bands, each band has
an 1/n contribution to the whole DOS. This means that
with increasing number of bands, the weight of the lowest
band decreases and the MI-only region becomes narrower
(see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram for n distributed Dirac delta
bands. Phase diagram for rectangular DOS is presented
for comparison.

3.2. Rectangular flat bands

Since bandwidths of the Hofstadter butterfly spectrum
are finite, we need to consider their influence on the phase
diagram. In order to make the analysis insightful, we use
a two-band model. Each band has a rectangular density
of states (see Fig. 2). This leads to equation for critical
line in the form

1 =
1

2d1

√
t(tz + µ)d1/U2 + v2(µ/U)− |v(µ/U)|

t(tz + µ)/U2

+
1

2d2

[√
t(tz + µ)(d1 + d2 + xg)/U2 + v2(µ/U)

t(tz + µ)/U2

−
√
t(tz + µ)(d1 + xg)/U2 + v2(µ/U)

t(tz + µ)/U2

]
, (9)

where d1 and d2 are widths of the lower and upper band,
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Fig. 2. Example of density of states for the two-band
model, with d1, d2 being bandwidths of the lower and
the upper band, respectively and Eg — an energy gap.
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Fig. 3. Phase diagrams for two-band model for (top):
constant width of the lower band d1 and changing en-
ergy gap Eg, (bottom): constant energy gap and chang-
ing width of the lowest band.

respectively and Eg is an energy gap separating them.
Increasing flatness of the lowest band (defined as Eg/d1)
destroys superfluid order (see Fig. 3, top). High flatness
of the band translates to the high effective mass, which
makes condensation less favourable. This effect is the
most pronounced in the vicinity of half-integer values of
the chemical potential, where average number of particles
per site is close to integer values both in superfluid state
as well as in the Mott insulator. On the other hand, in-
creasing energy gap has only minor influence on the phase
diagram. For fixed width of the lowest band, increase of
energy gap shifts the position of the upper band in which
population of bosons is small (see Fig. 3, bottom).

4. Simulation of magnetic DOS

The shape of the phase diagram is influenced mainly
by the general energy structure (number of bands, band-
widths and energy gaps). The internal structure of the
magnetic bands has only minor impact, which is even
less important as the number of bands grows. This can
greatly simplify the analysis of systems of bosons in syn-
thetic magnetic field. The complicated magnetic densi-
ties of states can be replaced by simpler, artificial ones.
In order to simulate magnetic densities of states, the fol-
lowing steps must be taken:

• solving Harper’s equation [17] at two points in the
Brillouin zone: (0, 0) and (π/q, π/q),

• calculation of energy gaps and bandwidths,

• replacing all bands with rectangular density of
states preserving calculated bandwidths and gaps.

This procedure becomes more accurate as the number of
bands increases although the process becomes slower at
µ/U = 1/2 + n (see Fig. 4). What makes the method
more useful is the fact that for the increasing number of
bands computational cost of calculating DOS numerically
grows very fast. Thanks to this method wide range of
magnetic flux values can be considered.
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Fig. 4. Phase diagrams for numerical magnetic DOS
and simulated DOS. Top: for α = 1/3, bottom: for
α = 1/5.

Mainly three factors influence ground state of the
Bose–Hubbard model: total bandwidth (∆E), number
of bands and width of the lowest band. Total bandwidth
gives mean-field scaling of critical hopping (see Fig. 5).
The other two factors influence the phase diagram in the
most pronounced way in the vicinity of µ/U = 1/2 + n
(see Fig. 5). Increasing flatness favours MI state and
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Fig. 5. Critical hopping of the Bose–Hubbard model
for a range of magnetic field and chosen values of chem-
ical potential. Inverse of total bandwidth of the Hofs-
tadter butterfly spectrum (∆E)−1, for comparison.

increasing number of bands narrows the region of rapid
increase of critical hopping (corresponding to only-MI re-
gion from Sect. 3.1).

5. Summary

We have studied properties of the system of bosons
in an optical lattice in synthetic magnetic field. In or-
der to determine the ground state of the system we have
used the Bose–Hubbard model in the quantum rotor ap-
proach. Thanks to this method it was possible to analyze
the subtleties of the band structure. Since parameters of
the band structure change in non-monotonic way with
respect to magnetic field we wanted to analyze it sys-
tematically. For this purpose we used two test models:
the Dirac delta band model and two-band model. It al-
lowed us to explain the impact of internal energy struc-
ture of the Hofstadter butterfly spectrum on the ground
state and lead us to a method of simulation of magnetic
band structure, which allowed to consider wide range of
magnetic fluxes.
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